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The results of the 2015 Election were a
surprise to many, with the Conservatives
securing a majority despite many forecasts
and opinion polls predicting another hung
parliament. What does the result mean for
businesses in the UK, and how can you plan
accordingly to ensure continued growth?
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IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESSES ENROLMENT

The Conservatives’ victory has a number of
implications for businesses. The Party’s Small
Business Manifesto, announced
on the 27 April 2015, states that the Party will:

Selling to International Markets

• Oppose any increases to Corporation Tax

• Treble the number of Start Up Loans to 75,000

The First Time Exporters (FTE) initiative was
announced on 18th May 2015. The FTE is a
package of support (including training and
advice) for businesses looking to expand
into overseas markets for the first time. If
you believe your business has the potential
to expand into international markets, please
speak to us for further information.

• Boost support for first-time exporters

Starting a New Business

• Cut a further £10 billion of red tape

Thinking of starting a new business venture?
The Conservatives state that they aim to
increase the number of business startups to 600,000 by the end of the current
Parliament. To facilitate this growth, they
have pledged an increase in the number of
Start Up Loans to 75,000. If you are thinking
about starting a new business, please talk
to us about our New Business Kit, which
provides guidance relating to the financial,
tax and accounting considerations of
launching a new business.

• Keep the Employment Allowance until 2020
• Abolish NICs on employees under 21
• Set a higher, permanent level for the
Annual Investment Allowance
• Launch the ‘Help to Grow’ scheme

In response to these policies, here are some areas for you to
consider for your overall business strategy:
Hiring New Staff Members
If you are thinking of hiring additional staff, note that from 6 April
2015 employees will no longer have to pay Class 1 secondary National
Insurance Contributions (NICs) for employees under 21. If you are
looking to employ young members of staff, ensure your employment
proposition is compelling to this age-group in order to attract the
best talent.
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TEAM UPDATE

Yobu grand
opening

FURTHER BUDGET ON 8th JULY
Following the Election result on 8 May, the Chancellor has announced that
there will be a second Budget, taking place on 8th July 2015. We expect this
to include a number of Conservative manifesto tax pledges.

EMERGENCY PAYE TAX CODE TO BE APPLIED TO
CERTAIN PENSION WITHDRAWALS
The new flexible pension rules came into force from 6 April 2015 for those
aged 55 or over with money purchase pension schemes. As announced by the
Chancellor in last year’s Budget, these individuals will be able to withdraw as
much as they wish from their pension fund but will be taxed

New Tenants at
Crown House
May saw the birth of two young
pigeons outside the window of our
meeting room. The office came to a
complete standstill as the hatching
commenced. We were startled how
quickly the new ‘squabs’ left the nest
and were airborne.

Apple CEO Tim Cook took to
the stage on 9 March 2015 at
the company’s Spring Forward
Apple Watch event to unveil the
latest development in its laptop
range, simply named ‘the new
MacBook’.
The new device includes a high
resolution Retina Display, a new
touch-sensitive trackpad and a
new port for data transfer and
charging in a single connector.
It features a 12-inch Retina
Display and is the first MacBook
without a fan for cooling, making
it quieter than conventional
laptops. It uses Intel’s new
low-power Core M processor,
which allows for longer battery
life and thinner design than past
generations of similar Intel chips.
The device is 24% thinner than
an 11-inch MacBook Air laptop
and weighs just 2 pounds. A 67%
smaller logic board allows for
more room for the battery, which
now offers up to nine hours of
wireless web browsing.

TAX DIARY OF MAIN EVENTS
Date

What’s Due

1 June

Corporation tax for year to 31/8/13

19 June	PAYE & NIC deductions, and CIS return and
tax, for month to 5/6/14 (due 22 June if you pay
electronically)
1 July

Congratulations to our client
Mei Pan on the opening of
‘Yobu’, a new concept store for
frozen yoghurt and bubble tea.
Yobu opened in May and will be
expanding across the South to
all major towns. Tom sampled a
large tub of frozen yoghurt and
came back for more – it tastes
divine!

THE NEW
MACBOOK
FROM APPLE

Corporation tax for year to 30/9/13

6 July	Forms P11D and P11D(b) for 2013/14 tax year, and
where appropriate form P9D.
19 July	PAYE & NIC deductions, and CIS return and
tax, for month to 5/6/14 (due 22 June if you pay
electronically); payment of Class 1A NICs for 2013/14
(22 July if you pay electronically)
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The trackpad has been upgraded
to include touch response for the
first time, using Apple’s Force
Touch technology, which can
sense a range of pressure. These
different types of clicks allow
users to do different things. For
example, a deep click - called a
“force click” - on a word in a web
browser will call up a connected
Wikipedia page.

WINNING IS ALL
ABOUT ATTITUDE
Many small- and medium-sized
businesses have the potential to be
better and stronger than they are
today. Success in business is often
down to the management team
and their mind-set. Here are some
attitudes that often set the leaders
in business apart from the rest of
the pack:
In business there are no mistakes,
only learning opportunities
Things you try will not always work
out as planned. Don’t dwell on
the failures, but use them to your
benefit. Be willing to take calculated
risks, learn from your actions and
keep moving forward.
I know I can
You control your destiny - believe it
and own it. Remember the words of
Henry Ford “Whether you think you
can or think you can’t, you are right.”
Take ownership of your decisions,
accountability for your actions and
responsibility for your results.
I don’t know what I don’t know
Personal and professional growth
requires an open mind and a
willingness to try new things. When
you think you know everything, you
close your mind to learning. Don’t
shut out ideas or innovations with an
“I know” attitude.

An attitude of gratitude
As a child, we are often taught, “be
grateful for the little things and the
big things will come”. Take time to
acknowledge and appreciate the
little acts of kindness, successes
and accomplishments that occur
each day. When we focus on the
good stuff, we build positive energy
that reflects on our colleagues and
business associates. Be grateful and
stay positive.
It’s not what I know, but what I do
Most people have an abundance of
ideas or goals. But until you start to
take action, nothing will change in
your business or life. Make doing a
priority – think of the Nike advert,
“just do it.”
Time is your most valuable asset
Instinctively we know that time is
money. Invest it wisely in the tasks
and activities that support your
business, personal and relationship
goals.
Business is fun!
You probably thought so when you
started your business with a vision
of more money, time and/or
freedom. If the fun is gone, it’s time
to get it back. Take control. Revisit
your vision. Get re-energised. Create
a business that works for you - one
that is simple, fun and profitable.

The device starts at £1,049 and
is available to purchase in silver,
space grey or gold.
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EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING
We often hear or read about experiential marketing
in the business press. So, what is it and what is it all
about? Experiential marketing essentially involves the
promotion of your business and brand in a way that
allows both customers and prospects to connect and
interact with you and have memorable experiences.
Based upon such brand-related encounters, your
customers may or may not accept your product or
service offering.
The success of an experiential marketing initiative
depends upon the quality and impact of the techniques
you incorporate into your campaigns in order to attract
attention. Developments in the mobile world, social
networking, and content marketing have ensured that
the business environment today is set for experiential
techniques.
Ensure that the marketing strategy is brand-related
There is no point in running a campaign if prospects
are unable to identify your brand. The way in which
you promote your brand should communicate that it
impacts the lives of your target audience positively. They
must be able to relate with your products or services in
order for them to accept your brand.
Connect with customers digitally
You can reach out to your existing and potential
customers via connected devices such as smartphones
and tablets. In order to do this effectively, you will have
to create content marketing and social media campaigns
based upon the interests of your prospects. Focus on
the things they are interested in, or that are important
for them.

By using experiential marketing
campaigns, you want buyers to
gradually become connected
emotionally to your brand and this
is what will ultimately secure their
loyalty.
Build brand association
Do not forget emotional relevance. By using experiential
marketing campaigns, you want buyers to gradually
become connected emotionally to your brand and this is
what will ultimately secure their loyalty. If they like your
brand, what it represents and how it makes them feel,
they will take proactive measures to gather purchaserelated information. Ensure that your experiential
campaign creates a customer experience that becomes
synonymous with your brand in a positive way.
Be newsworthy
Make your business newsworthy in order to increase
its reach and visibility among your target market.
Experiential campaigns can do this very well, provided
you implement the right strategies. When your existing
customers cannot stop talking about the quality of
your products or services, they will essentially be
ambassadors for your brand.

Artema Ltd is licensed and regulated
by the AAT under licence number 6846
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